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Differentiate and Assess 

Not every student will be ready to investigate this concept at this Level and so we will need to differentiate to ensure every student is learning at 
their leading edge. Select the Differentiate button on this screen.  

Integrate 

Every mathematical concept is integrally related to other mathematical concepts. Teaching and learning related concepts simultaneously develops 
deep relational understanding. Select the Integrate button on this screen.  

Intervene 

Some students may not yet be ready to investigate this concept at any Level, and so we will need to provide some intervention. Select the 
Intervention button on this screen. 
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SOLVE PROBLEMS INVOLVING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION.

EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN OVERVIEW PAGE
THIS PAGE IS A SUMMARY OF THE EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN, INCLUDING STRATEGIC QUESTIONS, AND DESRIBING THE SEQUENCE WHICH WILL OCCUR OVER MULTIPLE LESSONS.

RESOURCES:PENCIL, PAPER 

WHAT COULD WE DO?

Children:  

 follow the problem solving steps to solve 
problems, for example,  

 

 
 
 
 

 record multiplication and division number 
sentences to represent a word problem  

 

 

 

 

 

record a number sentence, then create a word problem that the number sentence may be used to 
represent. 
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SOLVE PROBLEMS INVOLVING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION.

EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN OVERVIEW PAGE 
TEACHING PLAN, INCLUDING STRATEGIC QUESTIONS, AND DESRIBING THE SEQUENCE WHICH WILL OCCUR OVER MULTIPLE LESSONS.

WHAT COULD WE DO? WHAT LANGUAGE COULD WE USE TO EXPLAIN AND ASK QUESTIONS?

record a number sentence, then create a word problem that the number sentence may be used to 

Children 
 ask one another questions about solving problems, for example:

� What is the first step in problem solving?

� Where is the part that is asking us to find something out?

� What is the second step in problem solving?

� What information do you 

� What is the third step in problem solving?

� What could we do to find it out?

� How could we record this problem in a multiplication or division 
number sentence? 

� What is the fourth step in problem solving?

� How could use our strategy to find it out?

� What is the fifth step in problem solving?

� Have we found it out? 

 

 How could we record a number sentence, then create a word 
problem that the number sentence may be used to represent?

SOLVE PROBLEMS INVOLVING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION. 

 
TEACHING PLAN, INCLUDING STRATEGIC QUESTIONS, AND DESRIBING THE SEQUENCE WHICH WILL OCCUR OVER MULTIPLE LESSONS. 

WHAT LANGUAGE COULD WE USE TO EXPLAIN AND ASK QUESTIONS? 

ask one another questions about solving problems, for example: 

What is the first step in problem solving? 

Where is the part that is asking us to find something out? 

What is the second step in problem solving? 

What information do you think we will need to find it out? 

What is the third step in problem solving? 

What could we do to find it out? 

How could we record this problem in a multiplication or division 

What is the fourth step in problem solving? 

trategy to find it out? 

What is the fifth step in problem solving? 

 

How could we record a number sentence, then create a word 
problem that the number sentence may be used to represent? 
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SOLVE PROBLEMS INVOLVING MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION. 
EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN 

FULL EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN, EMBEDDING DEEP RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING, METALANGUAGE, AND QUESTIONS THAT MAY BE USED OVER MULTIPLE LESSONS. 

WHAT COULD WE DO? WHAT LANGUAGE COULD WE USE TO EXPLAIN AND ASK QUESTIONS? 

Children think about, talk and listen to a friend about, then have the opportunity to 
share what they already know. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

► Today brings an investigation about multiplication and division problems.  

► What do you know about multiplication and division problems?  

► Talk about multiplication and division problems with a friend.  

► Is anyone ready to share what they are thinking about multiplication and division 
problems? 

 
► We’ve investigated multiplication and division. 

► And we found that multiplication by a number larger than 1 makes a number a 
number of times larger. 

► And we found that division by a number larger than 1 makes a number a number 
of times smaller because we are finding a fraction of the number. 

► We’ve multiplied and divided single-digit numbers by single-digit numbers, two-
digit numbers and three-digit numbers. 

► We’ve investigate solving problems. 

► What is a problem? 

► Is a problem something that we need to work at to solve? 

► Can we solve problems straight away? 

► If we can solve it straight away, is it a problem? 

► So we need to work at a problem to solve it. 
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Display the 1st step in problem solving, for example, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Display a problem, showing only the part that is asking you to find something out, for 
example,  

Five children shared 50 chocolates. 

Four of these children got 8 chocolates each. 

The other child, Jill, got the rest of the chocolates. 

How many chocolates did Jill get? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

► What is the first thing we need to know about a problem? 

► Do we need to know what we have to find out? 

► If the first thing we need to know is what the problem is asking us to find out, 
what part of the problem would we read first? 

► Will we read the part that is asking us to find something out first? 

► This is the first step in problem solving. 

 

 

► I’m going to show you a problem, but I’m only going to show you the part that is 
asking you to find something out. 
 

► What is the problem asking you to find out? 

► Is the problem asking you to find out how many chocolates Jill got? 

 

► Before we look at the rest of the problem, let’s think about what information we 
expect to find. 

► Behind the coloured rectangle, do you expect to find some information about 
chocolates? 

► What information do you expect to find about chocolates? 

► Do you expect to find the number of chocolates that Jill got? 

► Or do you think you need to do the maths? 

► Why will we NOT find the number of chocolates that Jill got written in the 
problem? 

► In a maths problem, it will never TELL you the answer – you will always have to 
do the maths to work it out! 

► If the problem told us how many chocolates Jill got, would we have to do any 
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Display the 2nd step in problem solving, for example,  

 

 

 

 

Remove the coloured rectangle, displaying the information, for example,  

Five children shared 50 chocolates. 

Four of these children got 8 chocolates each. 

The other child, Jill, got the rest of the chocolates. 

How many chocolates did Jill get? 

 

 

 

 

maths? 

► Do you think we are going to have to do some maths to work out how many 
chocolates Jill got? 

► So we’re not going to find how many chocolates Jill got. 

► Do you think we might find some information about the total number of 
chocolates? 

► Do you think we might find some information about the number of chocolates 
that some other children got?  

 

► Our second step is to understand the information we need to find it out. 

 

 

 

 

 
► Let’s look at the information behind the coloured rectangle, looking for 

information about the total number of chocolates, and the number of chocolates 
that other children got. 

► Can you see the total number of chocolates? 

► What is the total number of chocolates? 

► Is the total number of chocolates, 50? 

► Can you see the number of chocolates that other children got? 

► Did 4 of the other children get 8 chocolates each? 

► What happened to the rest of the chocolates? 

► Did Jill get the rest of the chocolates? 

► Have we found the information we need to solve the problem? 
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Display the 3rd step in problem solving, for example,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Display the 4th step in problem solving, for example,  

 
Record, for example, 4 x 8 = 32  

 

Record, for example, 50 - 32 = 18 

Record, for example, 32 + 18 = 50 

 
Record, for example, 50 - 18 = 32 

 

► Now that we know what we have to find out, and we have the information to find 
it out, we need to think about what we could do to work it out. 

► We know that there were 50 chocolates in total. 

► And we know that 4 children got 8 each. 

► And we know that Jill will get the rest. 

► We need to find out how many Jill will get. 

► How could we find this out? 

► Do we need to work out the number of chocolates that the 4 children got 
altogether? 

► Could we multiply 4 by 8? 

► Do we then need to work out the difference between the number of chocolates 
the other 4 children got, and the total number of chocolates? 

► Could we work out the difference between 32 and 50? 

 

► So we have found some strategies to solve our problem. 

► Now it’s time to find it out using a strategy. 

► What does 4 times 8 equal? 

► Does 4 times 8 equal 32? 

► How could we work out the difference between 32 and 50? 

► Could we subtract 32 from 50? 

► Could we work out how many we have to add to 32 to make 50? 

► Could we work out how many we have to subtract from 50 to make 32?   

► So we used our strategy and solved the problem. 
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Display the 5th step in problem solving, for example, 

 
Read the part of the problem that asked you to find 
out, for example, ‘How many chocolates did Jill 
get?’ 

 

 

 

Record, for example, 18 chocolates 

Draw a box around the answer, for example,   
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► Before we’re finished, we need to check that
problem asked us to find out. 

► Let’s reread the part of the problem that asked us to find out.

 

 
 

► Did we find out how many chocolates Jill got?

► Did Jill get 18 chocolates? 

► How could we record this? 

► Let’s draw a box around our answer.

 

Before we’re finished, we need to check that we have found out what the 

Let’s reread the part of the problem that asked us to find out. 

Did we find out how many chocolates Jill got? 
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This problem can be easily differentiated for children who demonstrate understanding at different levels, for example,  

Three children shared 11 chocolates. 

Two of these children got 4 chocolates each. 

The other child, Jill, got the rest of the chocolates. 

How many chocolates did Jill get? 

Five children shared 50 chocolates. 

Four of these children got 8 chocolates each. 

The other child, Jill, got the rest of the chocolates. 

How many chocolates did Jill get? 

Eight children shared 50 chocolates. 

6 of these children got 3 chocolates each, 3 of these 
children got 2 chocolates each. 

The other child, Jill, got the rest of the chocolates. 

How many chocolates did Jill get? 
 

This problem can be easily differentiated by children who demonstrate understanding at different levels, for example, by selecting cards with numbers that are neither 
too easy nor too challenging. 

 

Children engage in the construction of a problem, based on the ‘part of the problem that asked us to find out’, for example,  

Three children shared 12 toys.                                                Seven children shared $100. 

Two of these children each got 3 toys.                                 Two of these children each got $15. Four of the children each got $12. 

The other child, Jill, got the rest of the toys.                       The other child, Jill, got the rest of the money. 

How many toys did Jill get?                                                      How much money did Jill get? 
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Select cards to use as the numbers in a  
multiplication and division number sentence, 
for example,  

 

 

 

Record a  multiplication or division number sentence, for example, 34 ÷ 4 = 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Record, for example, Tom had 34 toys.  

 

 

 

 

Record, for example, He divided the toys between 4 children.

9 

Record a  multiplication or division number sentence, for example, 34 ÷ 4 =  

divided the toys between 4 children. 

► We’ve investigated solving problems involving multiplication or division using 
problem solving steps. 

► Today we’re going to investigate writing a problem that could be 
solved using a multiplication or division 

► Let’s use cards to generate numbers to use in our multiplication or division 
number sentence. 

► What numbers did we select? 

► What number sentence could we record?

► Could we record 34 times 4 equals? 

► Could we record 34 divided by 4 equals?

► Let’s record 34 divided by 4 equals. 

 

► How could we write a problem that could be solved using this number sentence?

► Who could be in our problem? 

► Could Tom be in our problem? 

► What could they be dividing? 

► Could they be dividing toys? 

► How many toys could we start with? 

► Could we start with 34 toys? 

► How many could we divide the 34 toys by?

► Could we divide the 34 toys by 4? 

► How could we divide by 4? 

► Do we know 2 ways to divide by 4? 

► Could we divide the 34 toys between 4 children?

We’ve investigated solving problems involving multiplication or division using 

Today we’re going to investigate writing a problem that could be 
solved using a multiplication or division number sentence. 

Let’s use cards to generate numbers to use in our multiplication or division 

What number sentence could we record? 

 

Could we record 34 divided by 4 equals? 

 

How could we write a problem that could be solved using this number sentence? 

 

How many could we divide the 34 toys by? 

Could we divide the 34 toys between 4 children? 
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Record, for example, How many toys did each child get? 

 

Record, for example, He divided the 34 toys so each child got 4 toys. 

Record, for example, How many children were there? 

 

Display, for example,  

Tom had 34 toys.  

He divided the toys between 4 children. 

How many toys did each child get? 

 

Tom had 34 toys.  

He divided the toys so each child got 4 toys. 

How many children were there? 

 
Display the division number sentence, for example, 34 ÷ 4 =  

Record, for example, 34 ÷ 4 = 8 r2 

 
Record, for example, 34 ÷ 4 = 8 r2 

 

► Would we then ask how many toys each child got? 

 

► Could we divide the 34 toys so each child gets 4 toys? 

► Would we then ask how many children there were? 

 

 

► We’ve recorded a division number sentence and 2 problems that could be solved 
using it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

► Does this number sentence solve both problems? 

► If we divide 34 toys into groups of 4, will we have 8 groups and 2 toys 
remaining? 

► If we divide 34 toys into 4 equal groups, will we have 8 in each group and 2 toys 
remaining? 
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